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Panel 1: The scene starts off in the mildly messy room of Jake Robbins, a 27 year old bachelor
who is sleeping on his bed under the covers which are tangled about from him tossing and turning
at night. Shown from a bird's eye view.  Jake Robbin's alarm clock is on the drawer next to his bed.
It is early morning

Narration Jake Robbins
was having a
good dream.

Panels 2 and 3:  In panel 2 the reader sees a tired Jake Robbins drag his hand across the panel border
to Panel 3 where he is trying to turn off the alarm clock which is seen brightly in the dark room.
The red light from the digital display shines on Jake Robbins and illuminates him inside the room.

Narration Was being the operative word
as that dream had thanks to 
80 decibels and bright red digits

Panel 4: Connecting from panel 3, the cord to the alarm clock is seen trailing to the ground and then
zigzagging it's way to the outlet on the wall. On the ground an used newspaper reads August, 2, 2---
but the rest of the date is cut off as the paper is folded.  The front page article has a picture of 
Buster Wodehouse aka “The Shadowy Figure”. He is not wearing his usual get up of the ski mask,
bandana, sunglasses and snow cap but instead just appears as a cold hearted and cruel old man.
The article's title reads: Retired DEA Agent Goes Missing.

Narration  Proclaimed that yet another 
 shoddy day was about to begin.
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Panel 1: Behind the curtains and the window in Jake Robbin's bedroom the dawn sky can be seen from Jake 
Robbins 3rd story apartment building room. Some other buildings can be seen including a “News 27” building.
In the reflection of the window Jake Robbins is barely seen dressed in boxer shorts and a undershirt.

Narration Of course shoddy days must begin even
before the sun has a chance to awaken 
from it's nocturnal slumber.

Panel 2:  Shows some books that Jake Robbins has on his bookshelf that is near the bedroom window.
Quite a few of them are historical books including some written by Frederick Douglas. Through the open
door and across the hallway Jake Robins is seen in the bathroom washing his face.

Narration The life of a man is 
a life of drudgery and toil 

Panel 3: Close up of Jake Robbins splashing water onto his face to wash his face.

Narration and Jake Robbins's 
life was no different.
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Panel 1 Close up of Jake Robbins pouring orange juice into a tall glass next to some toast and grape jelly.
The orange juice splashes a little bit. Jake Robbin's distorted reflection can be seen in the orange juice.
Jake Robbins is still dressed in his sleeping wear of an undershirt and boxers.

Narration Though there are probably plenty 
worse jobs than whatever it was 
that Jake Robbins' did for about 
12 hours of his humdrum day.

Panel 2: Jake Robbins sits back and drinks some of the orange juice. The orange juice container
which is on the table in front of him and is closer to the reader and partially blocking Jake Robbins
reads that the orange juice: CONTAINS LOTS OF PULP.

Narration After all unlike some other “jobs“ 
out there Jake Robbins was
lucky enough to get paid...

Panel 3: Jake Robbins makes a disgusted and bitter face from drinking the orange juice. 

Narration ...something.

Panel 4: Scene jumps forward to Jake Robbins washing his dishes. However the panel focuses
outside  the window s above Jake Robbins where two plants are growing outside.
One of the plants is atropa belladona  or deadly nightshade and the other is 
Physostigma venenosum which contains the Calabar bean.

Narration It's difficult to say if Jake Robbins
was aware of whether or not his 
job was just a step above 
indentured servitude.

Panel 5: Close up on the window shows a praying mantis climbing on the outside of the window.
Jake Robbins' reflection looking in the window (which acts as a mirror) can be seen. The praying
mantis covers up Jake Robbin' reflected eye.

Narration But perhaps ignorance is bliss 

Panel 6: Profile view of Jake Robbins continuing to wash his dish. Shown from a mid distance. 

Narration And bliss is tolerance.
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Panel 1: The scene jumps forward to Jake Robbins taking a shower. Close up on the shower head spraying 
water towards Jake Robbins who is OP so it looks like the shower water is being sprayed at the reader.

Narration Despite having worked at 
his job for a third of his life---\

 ---which as of this moment is 
 three years prior to three 
 decades of never being able 
 to blow those ever annoying 
 trick candles out on a store 
 bought cake.

Panel 2:  Top down view of Jake Robbins washing his hair seen from the perspective of the shower head.
The bottom of the panel cuts off at around Jake Robbins' chest so that the lower half of his body is not seen.

Narration  Jake Robbins still considered
 himself to be working a job 
 and not a career.

Panel 3: Shows the outside of the shower with the shower curtain. Jake Robbins cannot be seen.
The shower curtain has a repeating pattern of a jaguar emerging from the foliage of the jungle.

Narration It is possible that Jake Robbins 
had plans for his life. It is probable...

Panel 4: Close up on the jaguar's eye. The shadow and light from the blinds on the bathroom window
nearby cause it to look as if it is trapped in a cage. 

Narration  They'll never happen.

Panel 5: Shows Jake Robbins in a profile view with his head bent forward and his shoulder length hair
draped over his face as washes out the shampoo from washing his hair. Bottom panel stops at his shoulder.

Narration   It is inevitable this will 
  result in a mid life crisis.

Panel 6: Shows the bathroom window with blinds from an indirect angle. 

Narration  But that's just three years of never 
 being able to blow those ever 
 annoying trick candles out on a 
store bought cake from now and it 
would be best to not fret about such 
 future tenses in the present ones.
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Panel 1:  Scene jumps forward to Jake Robbins dressed in a white button up shirt and black slacks
standing in front  of his walk in closet. He's holding three ties, a red, blue, and black tie and examining them.
Show individual close up panels for each tie. The black tie has a very faint mustard stain on it.

Narration After all Jake Robbins was not worried 
about  such things to come as he was 
too busy deciding between---

---the red tie  with the bowling pins 
 and a large dose of tackiness---

---the blue tie that seemed that all his co-
workers thought was the only one he ever 
wore due to the fact he had three blue ties---

or the black tie with the long removed 
mustard stain that only a forensics expert 
and/or a women could detect.

Panel 2:  From the perspective of looking from inside the closet to out of it Jake Robbins is seen putting
the black tie back into the closet. On the wall outside the closet a poster for “Frontier Homicide” is seen.

Narration Too bad for Jake Robbins but his boss
was a women and perhaps in another 
life which may or may not be as antediluvian 
as her current one, a forensics expert.

Panel 3: Close up of Jake Robbin's hand holding the blue tie. 

Narration The blue tie it was.
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Panel 1: Carrying a briefcase, Jake Robbins heads out towards his apartment door

Narration By cosmic coincidence 
or divine retribution...

Panel 2: As Jake Robins opens the door he grimaces because he sees someone there.

Narration ...Jake Robbins was suddenly 
cursed with the misery of 
having to engage in small talk...

Panel 3: Jake Robins has the door ajar and a rather unlikable young man is standing there.

Narration ...with the 6 foot 176 pound, 
spiky haired boy band wannabe 
asshole dressed in a blue button
down polo and khaki pants...

Panel 4: Security camera view of the young man standing in front of the half opened door and
Jake Robbins looking trapped.

Narration ...that stood as an obstacle 
in the way of Jake Robbins 
and the other side of his door. 

Panel 5: Front view close up on Rich's, who is the young man, name tag.

Narration A name tag declared 
this asshole to be 
called "Rich".

Panel 6: The camera pans up to show Rich's annoying smile

Narration With a smile as warm 
 as Old Man Winter...

Panel 7: Jake Robbins is looking very displeased at the current situation

Narration  ..and as fake as the "snow" on the 
   Christmas trees that Jake Robbins 

  consistently found himself not admiring 
  on a bleak October afternoon...
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Panel 1: Splash panel of Rich standing in the doorway offering a hand shake to Jake Robbins. Jake Robbins is 
not seen in the panel but it is implied to be seen from Jake Robbin's point of view.

Narration Rich extended his arm and hand,
the one that wasn't covered in
arbitrarily tattooed Kanji that
neither party could interpret.

Rich Hi, I'm Rich.
Is this a good time to talk? 
Or should I come by later, sir?
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Panel 1: Splash Panel. This time it shows Jake Robbins looking very unamused. Jake Robbins does not accept 
Rich's offer for a handshake.

Narration It wasn't a good time to talk for 
Jake Robbins but then again it 
was NEVER a good time to talk 
for Jake Robbins. Biting the bullet 
and hoping to get it over with Jake lied.

Jake Robbins Yeah, sure. 
What is it?
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Panel 1: Rich has his hand held out for a hand shake for a few awkward seconds

Panel 2:  Rich finally realizes that Jake Robbins doesn't want to shake hands and retracts his hand

Panel 3: Rich then fumbles through some important looking papers

Rich Let's see...

Panel 4: Rich reads the paper as if was trying to memorize lines for a school play

Rich  ...You must be
 Jacob Timothy Robbins

Panel 5: Jake Robbins is in a hurry

Jake Robbins Just call me Mr. Robbins.
But never mind that.

Panel 6: Close up on Jake Robbin's eyes. He's rather annoyed

Jake Robbins What do you want?
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Panel 1: Rich looks down at his papers again. 

Rich According to our records you've 
yet to make your donation to 
The Committee of Upholding
 and Enforcing Rule 27

Panel 2: Jake Robins stares blankly and dumbfounded

Narration Not understanding half of the gibberish 
spoken before him and caring about 
none of it at all Jake Robbins said hurriedly  

Panel 3: Jake Robbins tries to squeeze his way out of his own apartment.

Jake Robbins I've already paid my taxes for the year, 
thank you very much. Now if you'll excuse...

Panel 4: Rich steps to block Jake Robbin's path

Panel 5: Jake Robbins is very annoyed. He probably feels like punching Rich's stupid mug.

Panel 6: Rich smiles. It's obvious he's trying to be manipulative.

Rich I'm sorry for the confusion, Mr. Robbins. 
But this is not a tax but rather a donation to 
The Committee of Upholding and Enforcing Rule 27
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Panel 1: 

Jake Robbins So it's not a tax?

Rich Not at all, Mr. Robbins.
It is simply a donation.

Panel 2:

Rich Though we do believe that
it would be in your best interest.

Panel 3: 

Panel 4:

Jake Robbins (Thought) As if that made
things any better.

Panel 5: Jake Robbins boldly declares the half truth.

Jake Robbins I'm sorry.
But I don't have any
money to donate
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Panel 1: Rich or at least the Rule 27 group he said worked for would not accept such an answer

Rich Actually according to our sources 
you should have plenty available
 to donate. Would you care to make a
 generous donation of $350?

Panel 2:

Narration This was highway robbery 
 minus the highway and there 
wasn't anything generous about it.

Panel 3: Jake Robbins grudgingly reaches for his checkbook. 

Jake Robbins Will a check do?

Rich That will be fine

Panel 4: Rich talks through his smile

Rich We'll call you later to confirm 
 the deposit went through.

Panel 5: 

Narration As Jake jotted down the ink from his pen 
on the note that should not be spindle, 
mutilated and encourages one to know 
their endorser he asked:

Jake Robbins So what is this rule 27 
you were talking about 
 anyways?

Panel 6: Jake Robbins looks up 
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Panel 1: Rich kept smiling but his face was blank. 

Panel 2: 

Rich Come again?

Panel 3: Jake Robbin repeated himself

Jake Robbins Rule 27, what is it?
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Panel 1: Rich's smile grows wider 

Panel 2: Rich then  precedes to offer a business card.

Rich Sorry but I'm afraid I am unable to help
 with such information. If you wish you 
can call my superiors and ask them yourself.

Panel 3: Jake Robbins is puzzled

Jake Robbins Ok...?

Panel 4: Rich speaks politely as he leaves

Rich Thank you for your time.

Panel 5: Rich walks away

Panel 6: Jake Robbins is left wondering what the hell that was all  about.
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Panel 1: Rich is seen walking outside of Jake Robbin's apartment complex

Panel 2: Once Rich had made us his way back to his two door white sedan with the red racing stripes he 
conjured up a cellular phone 

Panel 3: Rich dials a phone number

Panel 4: 

Rich Hi, It's Rich. 
There was some trouble 
with the client today. 
He broke Rule 27

Panel 5:

Rich ...Uh huh
...Mhm
...Okay

Panel 6:

Rich (OP) ...Okay
...Mhm
...Uh huh

Panel 7:

Rich Ok, I'll keep an eye on him. 
Make sure he doesn't leave town.
 
Alive at least.

The End of Issue 1 of Rule 27
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Panel 1: Overhead view of Jake Robbins studying the business card that Rich gave him
as he walks out his door.

Panel 2: The card read in Bold Italic Print: The Committee Of Upholding and Enforcing Rule 27 and below it 
had the phone number 623-9785327 or OBEYRULE27 and the instructions to dial "4" before the number.

Panel 3: Jake Robbins looks at the card quizzically as he closes the door

Panel 4: Jake Robbins looks at the card a little while longer. The door is now closed

Panel 5: Jake Robbins shrugs as he stuffs the card in his pocket

Jake Robbins I'll probably be
late thanks to
that asshole...

Panel 6: Jake Robbins locks his door

Jake Robbins What was his name?

Panel 7: The door is locked. Close up on the door knob.

Jake Robbins Rick? I think?
Ah screw it.
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Panel 1: Close up of Jake Robbin's dirt cheap purple mini-van. Jake Robbins can be seen walking towards
it in the reflection of the windshield.

Panel 2: Jake Robbins opens up the car door to get inside and drive

Panel 3: Shows the inside of the car is a bit messy. Jake Robbins' diet seems to consist of stuff from 7-11.

Narration Of course it was
cheap as hell.

Panel 4: Jake Robbins turns on the ignition. He's already buckled in.

Narration Jake Robbins would
never pay full price
for a vehicle that
earned him the title...

Panel 5: Jake Robbins is frustrated when his car takes up a while to start

SFX Putt putt putt

Narration ...“Soccer  mom”
amongst ALL his
co-workers.

Panel 6: The car does not start. Jake Robbins has his head tilted back looking at the ceiling. He's upset
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Panel 1: Shows a red traffic light

Narration The joke was “funny”
the first thousand times.

Panel 2: Shows Jake Robbins waiting in his car. 

Narration As in it was tolerable

Panel 3: In the car next to Jake Robbins' car is a kid making faces

Narration However the millionth time
it got just a tad bit stale.

Panel 4: Jake Robbins turns and the kid magically seems turns into “James.” (This is just for effect)

Narration Usually it was the same
asshole, a guy named “James”

Panel 5:  Jake Robbins looks out his window and has a thought bubble with Rich being very annoying.

Narration Unlike the asshole Rex or whatever
the hell the name of the guy that
had just wasted a millennium of 
Jake Robbin's time was...

Panel 6:  “James” who is really the kid continues to make faces at Jake Robbins

Narration James was not only older
than Jake but also his superior.
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Panel 1: Shows Jake Robbins struggling to ignore the kid/”James”

Narration  So suffer Jake Robbins must
at the whim of James desire to 
poke fun at him and suffer he did.

Panel 2: Jake Robbins can't help and looks over at the kid/”James”

Narration It didn't help that after every 
time James would the ask him...

Panel 3: Shows the kid/James speaking to Jake Robbins and the reader

Kid/James But we're cool. 
Right, Jake, my man

Narration Jake Robbins wasn't sure how
his superior ever got the idea 
that they were ever friends
much less "his man" 

Panel 4: 

Narration but since Jake Robbins wanted 
to keep his job he dealt with it.
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Panel 1:

Narration One could ask why Jake Robbins 
didn't take up the matter to his boss.

Panel 2: 

Narration But Jake Robbins had, upon first meeting 
the  fossil of what was once a woman...

Panel 3:

Narration ...that it would be best to avoid
confrontation with her at all costs.

Panel 4: Jake Robbins continues to drive to work

Panel 5: From the view of another car following Jake Robbins

Narration Jake Robbins was not the least
bit aware that the asshole who's
name he could not remember...

Jake Robbins (from inside the car) It was Rob, right?

Panel 6: Shows Rich is following Jake Robbins

Narration ….was following him to his work 
  every tire tread of  the way there.
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Panel 1: 

Narration After five or six hours of working 
at the dead end job that a liberal 
arts major granted Jake Robbins 
as his karma for throwing rocks at 
squirrels as a child...

...Jake Robbins prepared 
to sober himself...

Panel 2: 

Narration by getting wasted
at the local pub.
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Panel 1:

Narration It was probably not the best routine
to binge on scotch whiskey
during his lunch break

Panel 2: 

Narration but if Jake Robbins had got injured
on the job due to such a routine, 
the days off that would result 
would be worth it

Panel 3: 

Narration Even if those days would 
be spent not being able to 
move in a hospital bed

Panel 4:

Narration As one can plainly see, 
Jake Robbins was quite
fond of his job and felt as 
an accomplished man should.
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Panel 1:

Narration Jake Robbins was never too great at 
memorizing people's names. He never 
actually  remembered his boss's name
except to call her as "ma'am" or "your honor".

Panel 2:

Narration The latter when he was being sarcastic 
and in a day dream where he wouldn't 
have to worry about losing his job.

Panel 3:

Narration But Jake Robbins never forgot the name 
of the bartender at the pub he frequented 
ordering the usual of fish and chips with 
plenty of tartar sauce and plenty more 
Scotch Whiskey to wash it down.

Panel 4: 

Narration  The bartender's name was Billy. 
 Actually it was really William. 
But everyone knew him as Billy. 
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Panel 1:

Narration Billy was an old timer who had yet 
to lose that spark that so called men 
half his age lost and never regained.

Panel 2:

Narration While others would see Billy's job 
as a bartender at his age to be the 
end of the line, Billy saw it as a 
stepping stone to his dream.

Panel 3: 

Narration Jake Robbins enjoyed chatting it up with Billy 
about almost anything. Billy was an optimist
but not in the fake let's pretend everything 
is just dandy type way that Jake Robbins abhorred.

Panel 4: Billy has a  large scar that ran from one corner of his grizzled mug to the next corner.
Billy serves Jake Robbins a plate of “the usual”  meal that Jake Robbins gets fish and chips and scotch.

Narration Billy had seen it all and yet nothing 
made him doubt the light at the 
end of the tunnel.

Billy How was work?

Panel 6: Slurping the Scotch Whiskey, from the tall clear glass, Jake Robbin mutteres

Jake Robbins Same

Panel 7:

Billy Uh huh. Well you
just hang in there, Jake.

Panel 8: 

Billy It'll get better soon

Panel 9: Jake Robbins wasn't sure if he did believe Billy whenever he spoke such words but at the very least he
wanted to  believe him
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Panel 1:

Panel 2:

Narration Jake Robbins then remembered
 why today was especially crap.

Jake Robbins So this morning...

Panel 3:

Jake Robbins This guy is standing outside my door and 
 forces me to donate to some dumb cause.

Panel 4:

Billy How can you be forced to donate?

Jake Robbins Hell if I know.

Panel 5: 

Jake Robbins But he said worked for the Rule 27
Communal or some shit like that.

Panel 6: 

Jake Robbins Say Billy do you know what 
the hell Rule 27 is by any...

Narration Jake Robbins didn't 
finish his sentence

Panel 7:

Narration as he was interrupted by the combination 
of anger and another emotion he never saw
or would ever expect to see in the eyes of the 
bartender, Billy...

Panel 8

Narration fear
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Panel 1:

Billy Scram. I don't want 
no trouble, ya hear?

Panel 2: 

Jake Robbins I...uh...

Panel 3:

Billy Git

Panel 4:

Panel 5:

Jake Robbins Sorry.

Panel 6:
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Panel 1: 

Panel 2:

Jake Robbins …

Panel 3: 

Panel 4:

Rich Hey, Mr. Robbins, 
good seeing you again.

Panel 5:

Jake Robbins Uh yeah

Panel 6:

Panel 7:

Rich Well...Catch you later.

Panel 8:

Narration Jake Robbins hoped that 
he would rather catch 
small pox instead.
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Panel 1: 

Panel 2: 

Jake Robbins Hm?

Panel 3: 

Panel 4:

Jake Robbins What's the big?...

Panel 5:

Jake Robbins (thought) A cop car?
I wasn't speeding, was I?
Damn. Did I drink too much?

Panel 6: 

Narration  Out of the cop car emerged a grizzly bear
 and a rhinoceros in uniform disguised quite 
 pitiful as people. 

Panel 7:

Narration The grizzly bear spoke English 
as by his statement of...

Grizzly Bear Cop You're under arrest for
 violation of Rule 27

Panel 8:

Jake Robbins What is this 
Rule 27 anyways?
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Panel 1:

Narration The grizzly bear spoke to the Rhinoceros 
who didn't know much English except to 
nod in response when the Bear said

Panel 2: 

Grizzly Bear Cop I'll read him his Miranda rights

Panel 3:

Panel 4: 

Grizzly Bear Cop Jake Robbins, is it?

Jake Robbins Yes?
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Panel 1:

Narration The last time Jake Robbins 
remembered having the wind
 knocked out of him was during a 
elementary school dodge ball game

Panel 2: 

Narration But it was nothing compared to the freight train 
of a fist that launched itself at Jake Robbin's
stomach causing his mouth to spit up what 
he had consumed of the fish species earlier.
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Panel 1:

Grizzly Bear Cop You--!

Narration The Bear made sure to enunciate 
 certain words with a punch 
 that could break cement 

Panel 2: 

Grizzly Bear Cop ---have the RIGHT!

Narration Jake Robbins had seen 
plenty of police brutality...

Panel 3:

Narration when he got bored and had time t
to search the world wide web
for videos of the like

Panel 4:

Narration  But experiencing it 
 was another matter.
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Panel 1:

Narration While watching a video, 
Jake Robbins could think
of plenty ways to defend.

Panel 2:

Narration  But this was another matter.

Panel 3: The Bear declares triumphantly before knocking Jake Robbins out cold on the street.

Grizzly Bear Cop ---To remain SILENT!

Panel 4: Jake Robbins is knocked out cold
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Panels 1-6: The Bear and the Rhino then carried Jake Robbins to the back seat of the cop car and buckle him in.
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Panels 1-3:  Jake Robbins is then drove to the station by the Bear and Rhino  to confirm their arrest.

Rule 27 Volume 1 Issue 2 End
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Panel 1:

Narration Jake Robbins woke up quite confused. 
How did he get to where he was? 

Panel 2:

Narration Jake Robbins mulled over 
the events of his day.

Panel 3:

Jake Robbins Let's see...
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Panel 1:

Jake Robbins  I had toast and jelly for breakfast...

Panel 2:

Narration Grape jelly not jam.

Panel 3:

Narration You may or may not be aware
 but there is a difference.

Panel 4: 

Narration Jam has bits of fruit in it while Jelly does not. 
As a result Jelly has a smoother texture.

Panel 5:

Narration It's a bit like the difference between plain gelatin 

Panel 6:

Narration and gelatin with fruit which Jake Robbins despised
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Panel 1:

Narration  Jake Robbins hated when fruits were put into 
 foods that would otherwise have a smooth 

 consistency like jelly, gelatin or yogurt.

Panel 2:

Narration Jake Robbins thought such foods 
 should need not be chewed

Panel 3:

Narration  Perhaps gummed a little 
 but NOT chewing. 

Panel 4:

Narration Even worse is chewing 
on orange juice

Jake Robbins hated pulp
 in his orange juice
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Panel 1:

Narration But what Jake Robbins really hated...

Panel 2: 

Narration was that douche-bag with the spiky hair 
that knocked on his door at what 
4 or 5 in the morning? 

Panel 3:

Jake Robbins Wait that douche-bag didn't 
knock on the door.

Panels 4 and 5: Jake Robbins remembers opening the door and rich being there\

Jake Robbins Was that just really good timing?

Narration or rather really bad timing 
depending on how you look at it.
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Panel 1:

Narration How long was that douche-bag 
boy band wannabe standing there?

Jake Robbins Too long.

Panel 2: 

Narration Thanks to that
douche-bag..

...was it Rich? 

Panel 3:

Jake Robbins That's right Rich. 

What a fucking asshole.

Panel 4:

Narration  Thanks to Rich,
 Jake Robbins was late for work. 
 He got chewed out by his boss.

Panel 5:

Jake Robbins But on the bright side at 
least I got to keep my job.

Panel 6:

Narration Not that the thought of continuing 
to work there was a bright prospect 

Panel 7:

Narration but that it was brighter than the alternative
of living on the streets and freezing to death 
in some back alley. 

Or was it? 
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Panel 1:

Jake Robbins Sometimes I wonder if life on the
streets would be all that bad.

Panel 2:

Jake Robbins Well ok freezing to death 
would be indeed quite awful

Panel 3:

Jake Robbins But there's soup kitchens 
and all sorts of help programs

Panel 4: 

Jake Robbins and if things got bad I could just 
punch my superior Jake and then
land myself in jail and get free TV 

Panel 5:

Jake Robbins Wait, speaking of punches 
why does that sound so familiar?

Panel 6: Jake Robbins faintly remembers getting punched in the something a few times
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Panel 1:

Narration It was a strange feeling
remembering something 
that happened to you...

Panel 2:

Narration ...As if it happened
to someone else.

Panel 3:

Narration  Jake Robbins knew he had been in pain
but thankfully he could remember the pain.

Panel 4:

Narration But damn it now that Jake Robbins 
has started thinking about pain 
now he's starting to feel rather sore.

Panel 5: 

Jake Robbins  And why is Jake Robbin's head 
throbbing like mad? Migraine central?

Panel 6:

Narration For some reason
Jake Robbins couldn't 
see a thing.
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Panel 1:

Narration  What the hell was up with that?
 Jake Robbin's eyes were open...

Panel 2:

Narration  and yet he couldn't 
see a damn thing

Panel 3:

Narration  Plus it was getting a tad 
 bit difficult to breathe

Panel 4:

Narration  It was almost as if someone 
had put a blind fold on Jake...
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Panel 1: Jake Robbins gulps the air as soon as his blindfold (which covered the whole face) is removed

Jake Robbins GASP!

Panel 2: Shows a bright and blurry image of the room

Panel 3: Jake Robbins turns and closes his eyes tightly to protect them from the change in lighting
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Panel 1: Jake Robbins slowly squints opens his eyes

Panel 2: 

Narration Before his eyes were
fully open Jake Robbins
already knew that...

Panel 3:

Narration He got himself
into some 
serious shit.

Panel 4: Five not too friendly looking men were all standing around Jake Robbins

Panel 5:

Jake Robbins I'm probably tied down too.

Panel 6: Jake Robbins looked at his arm strapped to the chair. 

Narration Looks like Jake Robbins won that bet

Panel 7:

Jake Robbins God damn it.
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Panel 1:

Narration In the previous 
chapter, "Rule 2"

Panel 2:

Narration There were two police officers 
who gave Jake Robbins 
a nasty bruising

Panel 3:

Narration  These two police officers 
 were said to be  a grizzly bear 
 and a rhinoceros

Panel 4: 

Narration  It should be noted that t
his was not to be taken literal 

Panel 5:

Narration ...but as a metaphor.
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Panel 1:

Narration A metaphor is a comparison 
between two nouns.

Panel 2:

Narration  In this particular case it would
 be a comparison between
 two brutal police officers...

Panel 3:

Narration ...and dangerous animals 
such as a rhino and a bear.

Panel 4: 

Narration This is similar but not quite the same 
as a simile which uses the words 
"like, "as" or "than" to compare 
the two nouns.

Panel 5:

Narration The difference between 
the metaphor and the simile

Panel 6:

Narration is that although neither are taken literally 
a simile says two nouns are similar 
whereas the metaphor says
they are  the same

Panel 7:

Narration  So although the violent police
officers may not actually a rhino 
and a grizzly bear they are
 described as being just that. 

Why?



Page 13

Panel 1:

Narration Because it would give a more 
accurate description (in a sense)
 of the slight discomfort that
Jake Robbins experienced
 by their violent behaviour.

Panel 2: 

Narration To Jake Robbins it was as if a rhino and a bear 
had for some odd reason decided
 to gang up and pummel him 

Panel 3:

Narration  while of course 
wearing a police uniform

Panel 4:

Narration  A  metaphor is 
a literary device.

Panel 5:

Narration  It is used to send an
 abstract picture to the reader.



Page 14

Panel 1:

Narration Such as the abstract
 picture one may "see"

(one can note by the scare quotes 
that the word see does not literally 
mean to see with one's own eyes 
but instead in this case to
see with one's mind.)

Panel 2:

Narration from the metaphorically
 interpretation of how 
Jake Robbins

Panel 3: 

Narration while strapped to 
a sturdy wooden chair

Panel 4:

Narration was subjected to a vicious
 thrashing by five cruel men.



Page 15

Panel 1:

Narration A rushing torrent of furious fists 
impacted upon the facade 
of a hairless ape. 

Panel 2:

Narration The Nile river red flowing interrupted
by fiery blasts of crimson and teeth.

Panel 3: 

Narration Glass breaks. 
Handle with care. 
Do not try this at home.

Panel 4: 

Narration  Broken noses. 
Who is black and blue 
and red all over?

Panel 5:

Narration  Lions gather 
in packs to kill.



Page 16

Panel 1:

Narration In the dimensions of America's 
favourite past time,wood beats a drum.

Panel 2:

Narration Splinters

Panel 3: 

Narration  Is it human or is it dead? 
 Can't tell when it's splattered flat

Panel 4: 

Narration Franz Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody 
No 2 on a Grand Piano.

Panel 5:

Narration Drumroll.

Panel 6: 

Narration  Cue Ball to Eight Ball To Right Corner Pocket 
subtracted from A Baker's Dozen equivalent 
to the number of devilish men 

Panel 7: 

Narration who beat the ever loving shit out of the once 
miserable and now literally broken man 
known as Jake Robbins. 

Panel 8:

Narration Change the channel.



Page 17

Panel 1: It is night time and aside from some street lights it is dark out

Narration Security was tight 
at the station.

Panel 2: Shows a scrawny shadowy figure with a large hunting knife, a revolver (Ruger Blackhawk) and an AR-
18 semi-automatic rifle hiding and watching the guards at the gate of the station.  

Narration But it wasn't tight enough.

Panel 3: When the guards aren't looking the shadowy figure sneaks past them

Panel 4: The shadowy figure is now in the parking lot of the police station

Panel 5: One of the guards looks over routinely at the police station

Panel 6: There is nobody in sight. 



Page 18

Panel 1: Shows the shadowy figure hiding behind one of the many police cars in the station

Panel 2: The shadowy figure looks around

Panel 3: There are a few police in the parking lot but it is a large parking lot so they don't see the shadowy figure 
or are aware that there's anyone but them there.

Panel 4: Seeing that the coast is clear the shadowy figure darts off to the next car

Panel 5: A police man is walking to his own police car

Panel 6: The shadowy figure is low on the ground watching the police man unlock his car
from the other side of the car that is behind the police man. 



Page 19

Panel 1: The police  man pulls on the door of his police car

Panel 2: The car door unlocks 

Panel 3: The police man sees that he is being held at knife point and that he is in danger of having his throat slit

Panel 4: Shows that it is the shadowy figure who has taken the police man hostage.



Page 20

Panel 1: Using his free hand the shadowy figure grabs and twists the policeman's arm behind his back

Panel 2: The policeman grimaces in pain

Panel 3: The few other policemen in the parking lot don't notice yet that the shadowy figure is taking the 
policeman hostage and is walking to the station. 

Panel 4: While still holding the policeman hostage the shadowy figure watches the other policemen

Panel 5: The policeman being held hostage sees that his captor isn't currently paying attention to him

Panel 6: Unexpectedly the policeman being held hostage uses his free hand to quickly and violently
force the knife being held at his neck to puncture and slice his own throat which of course kills him

Panel 7: The shadowy figure sees the policeman's neck burst like a water balloon as blood rushes out

Panel 8: The policemen become attentive when they hear the blood curdled yell of their comrade



Page 21:

Panel 1: A policeman yells into his walkie talkie 

Policeman 10-53!
10-53!!

Panel 2: The policeman is shot before he can finish his sentence

Policeman I repeat 10...

SFX BANG!!

Panel 3: Shows that the shadowy figure shot the policeman with his revolver

Panel 4: Inside the station the police are hurrying to deal with the situation

Policeman Let's go! This isn't a drill! C'mon!!

Panel 5: Close up of the shadowy figure front view. The shadowy figure wears sunglasses
and his identity cannot be determined.



Page 22

Panel 1: Panoramic view of about twenty policemen searching the parking lot

Panel 2: Shows that the police are armed with LWRC-PSD M6s

Panel 3: Close up on the LWRC-PSD M6s as one of the police walks cautiously.
Shows only the lower half of the policeman.

Panel 4: One of the search lights is shot and destroyed by the shadowy figure who is OP.
One of the police is startled when the search light which some distance behind him shatters

SFX SHATTER

Policeman !

Panel 5: Shows the police man is now shrouded in darkness. Meanwhile more lights are shot

SFX BANG BANG BANG!!

Policeman (thought) Better turn on my flashlight...

Panel 6: The policeman presses the flash light on.



Page 23

Panel 1: The flash light shines to show the shadowy figure right in front of the police man while
holding a large bloody knife. 

Panel 2: The police man is about to scream for help

Panel 3: But the shadowy figure slashes his throat in a heartbeat

Panel 4: Shows another police man seeing the flashlight drop to the ground

Policeman 2 Over there!!

Panel 5: A bunch of police shoot at the area. The muzzle flash is bright.

SFX BANG BANG BANG!!



Page 24

Panel 1: About four police men are sprayed by a shower of bullets and killed

Panel 2: The shadowy figure runs across the parking lot

Panel 3: The police shoot at the shadowy figure but miss

Panel 4: The shadowy figure shoots controlled bursts 

Panel 5: Three more police are shot and killed



Page 25

Panel 1: 

Policeman 3 Pull yourselves
together!

Panel 2:

Policeman 3 We'll get this bast...

Panel 3: The shadowy figure mercilessly shoots the policeman in the back of the head with his revolver

Panel 4: The policeman collapses in a heap in front of the shadowy figure

Panel 5: Shows that the shadowy figure is facing four policemen. One is holding a flash light
while the other three have their LWRC-PSD M6s aimed at the shadowy figure



Page 26

Panels 1-4: The shadowy figure stares down the police while wearing sunglasses. Zoom in on the sunglasses 
but don't show the eyes instead it gets to the panel being all black

Panel 5: Shows Jake Robbins all beat up

The End of Rule 27 Issue 3



Rule 27

Volume 1
Issue 4

Page 1:

Panels 1-3: The police in the station grab their guns and rush out to deal with the intruder.

SFX (alarm) whooooooooooooooooo



Page 2

Panel 1: Inside the room where Jake Robbins is being interrogated the cops wonder what's going on

Grizzly Bear Cop What's all that racket out there?

Panel 2: All the cops in the room just shrug. They don't have a clue.

Panel 3: The grizzly bear cop starts to get worried

Panel 4: The grizzly bear cop looks at Jake Robbins angrily

Grizzly Bear Cop Hey, you know what the 
hell is going on out there?"

Panel 5: The Grizzly Bear like cop smacks Jake Robbins around a little bit

Grizzly Bear Cop TALK!



Page 3

Panel 1: Jake Robbins doesn't answer or rather can't answer. He's like a rag doll now.

Panel 2: The grizzly bear like cop is frustrated

Panel 3: The grizzly bear cop turns to three of the five cops in the room

Grizzly Bear Cop Go check it out.



Page 4: 

Panel 1: The scene changes to the police about to open the door to the parking lot

Panel 2: 

Policeman Remember...

Panel 3:

Policeman Shoot to kill

Panel 4: The policeman turns the door knob

Panel 5: A rush of policemen hurry out the door in a controlled stampede

SFX  THUD



Page 5

Panel 1: One of the police sees a grenade like object lobbed into their air

Panel 2: Even before the grenade like object falls the policeman notices out of the corner of his eye from the side
of the staircase to the inside of the station the shadowy figure is about to flank them with the AR-18.

Panel 3: Instantly all the cops are momentarily blinded by a flash bang

Panel 4: In the dark reflection of the shadowy figure's sunglasses are bursts of blood illuminated by the 
flashbang

Panel 5: The policeman who noticed the shadowy figure watches helplessly as the shadowy figure runs past him

Panel 6: The policeman despite being riddled with bullet holes turns to look towards the shadowy figure who has 
run into the building



Page 6

Panel 1: The shadowy figure has disappeared into the building

Panel 2: The policeman feels an sharp burst of pain

Policeman Glargh

Panel 3: The policeman collapses amongst his fellow comrades

SFX Thump



Pages 7 and 8

Note that Panels 1 and 2 are large splash panels

Panel 1: Third person back view of the shadowy figure running past a crowd of armed policemen.
The policemen shoot a lot but because the shadowy figure is so fast and sudden they don't have time to 
accurately aim and are thus easily dispatched as the shadowy figure uses his combat knife and AR-18
and the same time. 

Panel 2: Close up of the shadowy figure holding his combat knife and AR-18 in a crossed hand position
while the policemen behind the shadowy figure all collapse to bloody heaps on the ground.



Page 9

Panel 1: Some pissed off policemen unleash a barrage of bullets

Panel 2: Close up of the shadowy figure running at full sprint and the bullets missing him

Panels 3-5: Policemen are shot in the head and neck areas and of course die instanly



Page 10

Panel 1: The shadowy figure unloads a clip as he slides towards a desk to use as cover

Panel 2: Some of the policemen die but others not in the line of fire keep shooting

Panels 3-5: The shadowy figure quickly reloads as bullets fly past him



Page 11

Panel 1: The shadowy figure reloads his Ruger Blackhawk using a speedloader

Panel 2: The shadowy figure spins the revolver's chamber

Panel 3: Close up of the shadowy figure aiming the revolver at the reader



Page 12

Panel 1: In a hallway a policeman has his head turned towards a policemen behind him.
The policeman motions to the policeman behind him to move forward

Panel 2: The policeman in front turns his head not noticing the shadowy figure just appearing from the 
corner of the hallway

Panel 3: The last thing the policeman will ever see is a very sharp and large combat knife
about to violently and forcefully impaled into his face. 



Page 13

Panel 1: Seeing the policeman with a knife in his face the other policemen attempts to aim

Panel 2: The shadowy figure blows him away with a single shot to the head with his Ruger Blackhawk

Panel 3: As the shadowy figure rips the knife out of the dead policeman's head another policemen
is about to get the jump on the shadowy figure

Panel 4: The shadowy figure throws his arm backwards like a sledge hammer and pierces the 
policeman's throat with his combat knife

Panel 5: The force of the impact slams the policeman against the wall

Panel 6: The shadowy figure drives his knife into the policeman's throat while staring him dead in the 
eye. What expression the shadowy figure however has due to his guise cannot be seen. 



Page 14

Panel 1: Shows a close up of the policeman who got this throat punctured. His eyes are full of fear

Panel 2: That fear then turns to pain 

Panel 3: That pain turns to bitterness and  anger

Panel 4: Then the eyes go up and lose their light. 

Panel 5: The policeman's head sinks as the shadowy figure removes his knife

Panel 6: As the shadowy figure walks away the policeman falls to the ground already dead.



Page 15

Panel 1: The grizzly bear cop is about to punch Jake Robbins in the face

Panel 2: But he stops when he hears another gun shot

Panel 3: Still with his fist raised as if still deciding whether or not to throw that punch the grizzly bear 
cop becomes lost in his own thoughts. 

Grizzly Bear Cop (Thought) Did they get the perpetrator?
Or were they the one who...

Panel 4:

Narration The Grizzly Bear heard
himself roar out pain



Page 16

Panel 1:

Narration Then just a few seconds after.
He fell to the ground and died.

Panel 2:

Narration Nearby one of the other men in the room
who had been stabbed from behind.

Panel 3: The Shadowy Figure looks around the room

Shadowy Figure Dang it. Wrong room.

Panel 4: The shadowy figure eyes Jake Robbins

Panel 5: Shows that there's not much left to Jake Robbins. He's a mess. Still the shadowy figure checks 
for his pulse and somehow, Jake Robbins is still, albeit barely, alive.

Shadowy Figure Still kicking.

Panel 6: The Shadowy Figure scans the room for exits while keeping a hold on Jake Robbins

Shadowy Figure Well it wouldn't
be right to just
leave you here.

The End of Rule 27 Rule 4



Rule 27

Volume 1

Rule 5

Page 1: 

Panel 1: The Shadowy Figure stares at Jake Robbins. View is from behind the Shadowy Figure.

Panel 2: Jake Robbins has been beaten badly

Panel 3: Front view of the Shadowy Figure staring. 

Panel 4: Close up of the Shadowy Figure's boots walking towards Jake Robbin's beaten body

Panel 5: The Shadowy Figure is holding his knife as he walks. 



Page 2

Panel 1: The Shadowy Figures holds the knife near Jake Robbins and looks like he's about to stab him

Panel 2: The Shadowy Figure checks Jake Robbins pulse

Panel 3: The Shadowy Figure uses his knife to cut Jake Robbin's bonds

Panel 4: The shadowy figure has to pick up Jake Robbins as he is in a coma

Shadowy Figure (thought) Can't leave you here.

Panel 5: The Shadowy Figure drags Jake Robbins

Shadowy Figure (thought) Wouldn't be right.



Page 3

Panel 1: The scene changes to the five policemen who had the Shadowy Figure surrounded before but 
now are all laying on the floor dead. Some in puddles of their own vomit. They were killed with poison
gas. 

Panel 2: Shows the knife that the Shadowy Figure had is stabbed into the ground. The gas is coming 
from the knife handle. 

Panel 3: Shows some shoes stepping near the knife. 

Panel 4: The shoe kicks the knife down

Panel 5: With the knife laying on the ground it quickly stops releasing smoke



Page 4

Panel 1: Shows the Rhino cop was the one who kicked the knife. The Rhino cop is wearing a mask so 
he doesn't breathe in the poison gas. 

Panel 2: The Rhino cop picks up the knife to examine it.

Rhino Cop Well that's clever.

Panel 3: The Shadowy Figure's knife does not fold over but rather shoots out the front. 
Inside the hilt is a small canister which can be filled with gas. When the blade is
stabbed into something it cuts open the canister. Gas is then released.

Rhino Cop Spring loaded blade.
Releases the gas 
upon impact.



Page 5

Panel 1: The Rhino cop crouches to examine one of the corpses

Rhino Cop What a lousy
way to go.

Panel 2: The Rhino Cop speaks to one of the corpses.

Rhino Cop Sorry, man.

Panel 3: The Rhino Cop gets up

Panel 4: The Rhino Cop starts walking slowly

Rhino Cop I'll make sure your
death wasn't in vain.

Panel 5: 

Rhino Cop I'll make damn sur..



Page 6

Panel 1: The Rhino Cop gets a shiver up his spine as if a ghost touched him

Rhino Cop !

Panel 2: The Rhino Cop frantically aims his gun in one direction

Panel 3: and more frantically the next 

Panel 4: Close up of the Rhino Cop's eyes shifting to one side

Panel 5: and then to the next side

Panel 6: Shows that the only person in the room is the Rhino Cop besides the corpses

Rhino Cop ...



Page 7

Panel 1: The Rhino Cop walks stealthily through the corridors of the police station

Panel 2: The Rhino Cop stops walking for a moment

Panel 3: The Rhino Cop quickly turns around and aims his gun

Panel 4: But nobody is behind him.



Page 8

Panel 1: The Rhino Cop stays still waiting anxiously for something to happen

Panel 2: Close up of the Rhino Cop's eyes shifting one way

Panel 3: and then shifting the other way

Panel 4: The Rhino Cop's hands are trembling

Rhino Cop (thought) Why am I
so unnerved?



Page 9

Panel 1: Shows the Rhino Cops shoes. He is hesitant to begin walking

Panel 2: The Rhino Cop starts walking

Panel 3:

Rhino Cop (thought)  I've been shot before.
Twice even. Felt like hell.

Panel 4: 

Narration In the earlier days of his career
the corrupt cop had been shot
in the upper arm and also
grazed on the side.

Panel 5:

Narration The Rhino had soon learned
that nobody is tougher than a bullet.



Page 10

Panel 1: 

Narration So why was the Rhino
so worried about one man?

Panel 2:

Rhino Cop (thought) This is one of the most 
secured stations in the country.

Panel 3: 

Rhino Cop (thought) No person could storm this fortress.
They'd have to be a force of nature.

Panel 4:

Rhino Cop (thought) Someone on the inside
is killing cops then?
A mutiny?

Panel 5:

Narration Both seemed impossible to the proud 
policeman. But the path of merciless
destruction and decay laid 
before him told otherwise



Page 11

Panel 1:

Rhino Cop What the hell is going...?

Panel 2: Close up rear 3/4ths view of the Rhino Cop as if he sensed someone following him

Rhino Cop !

Panel 3: Zoom out to show the Rhino Cop turned around with his gun aimed at the reader

Panel 4: Nothing is seen

Panel 5: The Rhino Cop is frustrated

Rhino Cop I must be losing it.

Panel 6: Something catches the Rhino Cop's eyes

Rhino Cop Wait.

Panel 7: Around the corner is the booted leg and foot of a fellow police officer laying on the ground 
and not moving at all.



Page 12

Panel 1:

Rhino Cop (Thought) Dead?

Panel 2:

Rhino Cop (Thought) Or just knocked out

Panel 3: The Rhino Cop cautiously moves forward

Panel 4: The Rhino Cop stops at the corner

Panel 5: The Rhino Cop takes a deep breath

Narration Nobody ever gets
used to seeing
their friends die.

Panel 6:

Narration In fact it only
gets worse
each time.



Page 13

Panel 1: The Rhino cop pivots around the corner

Panel 2: The Rhino cop sees the motionless body and realizes it's not a cop

Rhino Cop Wait a...

Panel 3: Shows that the “cop” is actually an unconscious Jake Robbins dressed as one.

Panel 4: 

Narration A thousand questions
and a thousand guesses
flooded the mind of the Rhino.

However...



Page 14

Panel 1: The Shadowy Figure has grabbed The Rhino's mouth from behind and is holding his knife 
near his neck. 

Panel 2: The shadowy figure clenches his hand around the Rhino's jaw as he slits his throat

Narration The Rhino felt the
cold clammy hands
before a sharp stinging pain...

Panel 3: The shadowy figure drops the now dead policeman and lets him fall to the ground

Narration and finally nothing.



Page 15

Panel 1: The Shadowy Figure reaches down towards the now dead Rhino cop

Panel 2: The Shadowy Figure takes out a small metallic device

Panel 3: A close up shows a timer on the device reads: 3:33

Panel 4: The shadowy figure places the timer underneath the body of the Rhino cop

Panel 5: The Shadowy Figure takes the Rhino's gun

Panel 6: The Shadowy Figure shoots the Rhino in the head



Page 16

Panel 1: A bunch of cops are looking at the dead cops killed by poisoned gas when they heard the gun 
shot

SFX BANG!

Panel 2:

Cop Let's go.

Panels 3-5: Cops from all over the building follow the sound of the gun shot.



Splash Panel Pages 17 and 18:

The Shadowy Figure is holding the Rhino's gun to someone's head. But that someone is cut off by the 
side of the panel. The Shadowy Figure is looking at a bunch of pissed off cops who all have their guns 
drawn on him.



Splash Panel Pages 19 and 20:

The person being taken hostage is Jake Robbins dressed as a cop. 



Page 21:

Panel 1: Shows that the Rhino was shot in the head 

Panel 2: Shows a young and angry cop

Panel 3: The cop is so pissed off he looks like he's about to cry

Panel 4: A hand is placed on the young cop's shoulder to calm him

Panel 5: An elder cop looks calmly ahead. On the inside however he is just as pissed off.

Panel 6: The elder cop is looking at The Shadowy Figure

Elder Cop What do you want?



Page 22

Panel 1: The Shadowy Figure doesn't respond

Panel 2: Another young cop gets pissed off at the lack of response

Young Cop 2: You shoot him
and we'll have to
use lethal force!

Panel 3: 

Elder Cop I don't think he cares.

Panel 4:

Elder Cop You didn't answer my question.

Panel 5:

Elder Cop I know you came here
for a reason. To send a message.

Panel 6:

Elder Cop We're men. Not animals.
So let's talk like men. 



Page 23

Panel 1: Again the shadowy figure says nothing

Panel 2: 

Elder Cop You're gonna die
and not say anything?

Elder Cop 2 Don't bother.
He's an idealist.

Panel 3:

Elder Cop 2: He probably wishes
we kill him so he can
become a damn martyr.

Panel 4: the young cop looks at Jake Robbins and realizes something

Panel 5: 

Young Cop That hostage isn't even a cop!



Page 24

Panel 1: The cops now all look like they want to kill the shadowy figure

Panel 2: A cop has appeared to have sneaked up behind the shadowy figure

Cop 7 Hand over your weapons

Panel 3: The shadowy figure passes the Rhino's gun and his own revolver to Cop 7

Panel 4: Cop 7 tosses them to the crowd of cops. The elder cop catches them.

Panel 5: The Shadowy Figure is still holding on to Jake Robbins to keep him standing

Cop 7 Drop him.

Panel 6:

Cop 7 NOW!

Panel 7: The Shadowy Figure is still holding on to Jake Robbins



Page 25

Panel 1:

Cop 7 I said!...

Panel 2: A beeping sound is heard by all the cops 

SFX BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP

Cop 8 What was that?

Panel 3: Cop 7 sees the beeping is coming from the dead body of the Rhino

Panel 4: Cop 7 is distracted by the falling body of Jake Robbins

Cop 7 Huh?

Panel 5: The Shadowy Figure dives behind Cop 7 to use him as a shield

Panel  6: Cop 7 gets shot a whole bunch because they were trying to kill the Shadowy Figure

Panel 7: The Elder Cop is holding the revolver

Elder Cop Impatient fools!

Panel 8: The Elder cop notices the revolver starting to shake

Panel 9: The Elder cop knows that he is doomed

Elder Cop Oh fuck.

The End of Rule 27 Rule 5


